Department of Computer Science

Thesis or Project Extension Request Form:

Last Name: ___________________________  First Name: ___________________________

Student ID No. (7 digits): ___________________________ NU Email Address: ___________________________

Please email or schedule an appointment with your thesis or project advisor to provide the following details:

Extension Request Dates - To what quarter are you requesting your extension to?
(For example, two quarters: WR 2021 and SP 2021)

1. **Draft title of research dissertation:**
   (The title should be suggestive and distinctive, e.g., "An Analysis of the Application of X to Y" or "A Design and Implementation of a System for X")

2. **Nature of Activities requiring additional time – Please check the most appropriate:**
   - [ ] Design and Implementation of Systems
   - [ ] Experimental Evaluations
   - [ ] Theoretical Analyses and Proofs
   - [ ] Field Testing
   - [ ] Other (Please explain): ___________________________

3. **List your two committee members:**

**APPROVAL:**

Project/Thesis Advisor Name: ___________________________

Project/Thesis Advisor Signature: ___________________________

Please email this signed form to csgrad@cs.northwestern.edu